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Shutts & Bowen Facilitates $16 Million
Recovery for Duke Energy Florida

8.1.22
 

On behalf of its client, Duke Energy Florida, LLC, Shutts & Bowen facilitated the reversal of a cost
recovery denial, helping to recover $16 million in replacement power costs that the utility incurred
while operating a power plant at reduced capacity.

In a unanimous opinion, the Florida Supreme Court reversed the Florida Public Service Commission’s
final order denying Duke Energy’s request for cost recovery. Duke Energy was represented by in-
house counsel as well as Shutts Tallahassee partner Daniel E. Nordby and Tampa attorney Alyssa L.
Cory, with the client relationship managed by Tampa partner Michael P. Silver.

Shutts attorneys helped convince the court that the costs were incurred notwithstanding Duke
Energy’s prudent operation of an “aftermarket” steam turbine that was manufactured to run in a
plant with fewer natural-gas-fueled combustion turbines than the Bartow plant in Florida where it
was ultimately installed. Despite prudent operations and adjustments, the steam turbine’s blades
had to be replaced multiple times, eventually prompting the plant to expend further resources,
which ultimately led Duke Energy to seek permission to recover what it spent to make up for the
production shortfall that resulted from the equipment.

The unanimous decision confirmed that Duke Energy’s actions did not cause the outage at issue and
was therefore allowed to recover the costs of the outage. Because these costs had been previously
collected, there is no further impact to customer bills as a result of this ruling.

Read more here:

● https://www.law360.com/articles/1509390/fla-justices-say-utility-can-recover-16m-from-
customers 

   

About Shutts & Bowen LLP
Shutts & Bowen, established in 1910, is a full-service business law firm with approximately 300
lawyers in offices in Ft. Lauderdale, Jacksonville, Miami, Orlando, Sarasota, Tallahassee, Tampa, and
West Palm Beach. Learn more about Shutts & Bowen at www.shutts.com.
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